School of Fine Arts
Picks New Vice-Dean; McHarg Put on Staff
Manson Replaces Tatum in Administrative Post; McHarg Directs Landscape Architecture

Dr. Grant C. Manson, assistant professor of the history of art, has been appointed vice-dean of the School of Fine Arts and Ian L. McHarg of Scotland has been selected to direct the school's curricula in landscape architecture, Gaylord P. Harney, president of the university, announced.

Wilde Elected Secretary
Of I-F Council, 23-12;
From 5 Men Nominated
Proposal To Set Six-Week Pledge Period Losses;
Campus Chest Carnival Program Planned

Alan Wilde was elected secretary of the Interfraternity Council last night by a vote of 23 to 12, with 27 votes counting for Wilde. He replaces Maurice Basset who resigned owing to ill health.

Wilde's closest opponent was A. Richard Kadan, with 12 votes. William Weaver also received one vote. Wilde was the nominee of the Campus Party while Kadan represented the University Party.

Nine men, four of whom subsequently had been nominated for the post. Those who did not run against Wilde were Raymond Hovis, Charles Stewart, Kadan and Weaver.

Petitions Ready
For '58 Elections

Petitions are now available for freshman class elections, which will be held Monday, November 1, Monday, November 1, morning meeting of the officers presides. The petitions must be returned by noon of November 8 to make candidates

Wilde's swimming club will hold an election meeting on November 1, morning meeting of the officers presides. The petitions must be returned by noon of November 8 to make candidates

Pennmen Visit Tiger Campus for Big Game

John Porter

The University of Pennsylvania returned to the Ivy League on Saturday, much to the joy of students of undergraduate departments. The game was a fine point in the schedule, providing for a victory against an unbeatable opponent,

The students making the trip were a bit surprised by the warm welcome they received. Numerous Penn fans made the trip to the city, and several hundred more were in attendance.

The band, with its usual vigor, and the cheerleaders were welcome to everyone. The game was a profitable one for the students, who returned home with a few extra dollars.

The band will be used on the campus for future games, and the cheerleaders will be available for various purposes.

Variety Show, Queen Selection Continue Campus Chest Drive

A Dixeland jazz group, The New Pennmen, composed of graduate students of the University, will provide the evening entertainment.

Mask and Wig will give a pre-show entertainment with the program, "A Tempt in a Topaz." Four numbers of the show will win several selections from the contest, and two comedy skits will be performed by the campus Chest Carnival, to be held on the Palateux on Friday night.

Many Activities Planned

In cooperation with the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the university, as the oldest institution of higher education in the state, is participating in the observance of Pennsylvania Week, sponsoring diversified activities throughout the campus.

Last week the English Department assigned themes, which are to use this week, on the subject of "The Contributions of the University of Pennsylvania to the Commonwealth." In English 2 and English 3 classes. Several of the outstanding papers will be selected with the possibility of being published in publications throughout the state.

State Flag To Be Flown

During the football game this week the state flag of Pennsylvania will be flown at the University. The flag will be presented to the university by the state governor.

Pennmen Tournies Illustrated

The band will be used on the campus for future games, and the cheerleaders will be available for various purposes.

Franklin Field illustrated, and will be the setting for the game, which will be played in the field of sports. Included will be John C. Bell, representing the band "book," will be provided for the band. The band will be used on the campus for future games, and the cheerleaders will be available for various purposes.

Pennmen Tournies Illustrated

The band will be used on the campus for future games, and the cheerleaders will be available for various purposes.
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**FOOTBALL THROUGH THE AGES**

The football frenzy is upon us. But let us, in the middle of the passion, look back a moment or two for a moment of travel reflection. What is this game called football? What is its history? Its origins? Its traditions? These are not idle questions, for why we have the answers we will appreciate even more fully, enjoy even more thoroughly, play even more happily.

First of all, to call football an American game is somewhat misleading. True, the game now played almost exclusively in America, but it is the game that finally came to be and a civilization building. The first football was first played by the English, and the game was one of the most popular Roman sports by the time Caesar invaded Britain about 55 B.C. It was the Romans who brought football to many of the most popular Roman sports by the time Caesar invaded Britain about 55 B.C. It was the Romans who brought football to

All alone in the Princeton secondary, Quaker captain, Jim Castle snags a pass from Jim Mantie to score the Quaker touchdown in the third quarter on Saturday.
Winless Quakers Face Losing Colonial Team

by Hugh Jasourt

With the victory scored by George Washington gridders moving Franklin Field Saturday, many fans may feel that the Quakers have been defeated. Although the Colonials have yet to win in four tries, the new team of Army's Capital have been going down in the wire with the games still in doubt before losing; and they seem sure to make the outcome of today's clash, the first meeting between the two institutions.

Although George Washington has its back to back wins, last year's team has played the Colonials. The Colonials initiated the season by losing to Wake Forest 14 to 0. The Demon Deacons, four in a row at this time, scored 49 points against three in their favor. A 14-0 victory over the Colonials is expected.

Low in the East Minute

Again the Buff and Blue lost in the first quarter, this time in last minute of play, as VMI pulled the touchdown score of 9 to 0. The following week, however, dropped a 14-3 thriller to Virginia, in which Washington's capital and Army piled up a total of 14 points against the Colonials. The Buff and Blue were behind in the last quarter to beat the other five points won by the George Washington team. What's more the Colonials were paced by the high scoring quarterback, used only for split-T vantage. The underdog Indians and Navy had been held to the last quarter to be expected in the game, and had previously beaten both Carnegie and Wisconsin with ease. The Buff and Blue.

Use Split-T

This is not the record of a poor team, but the Buff and Blue. Although the Colonials have had no wins, they have not been able to cope with each other except at ends, having scored 27 points against 13 of the experts, and in general have been unable to score. Not only this year have Duke and Pittsburgh won, but they have scored some huge victories over the Buff and Blue.

The Colonials beat Navy, and Army won its second straight. The Colonials beat Navy, 27-6, and Army 33-0, while the Buff and Blue tied with Illinois. This will be followed by their opening game loss, and they will continue to lead the season.

Penn Grid Opponents Continue Winning Pace

Pennsylvania's football opponents served further notice in last Saturday's games that the Quakers had a rocky road ahead. Penn Grid opponents were paced by the high scoring quarterback, scored 135 points against three in their favor. A 14-0 victory over the Colonials is expected.

State Unfounded

Tiger's Winning Fumble

Pennsylvania Soccer Team Drops Opener to Tigers, 3-2

Expectations for improving on last season's 8-3-1 log received a momentary setback as a strong Princeton soccer team upset the visiting Pennsylvania squad 3-2 at Pardee Field, Princeton, Saturday.

The Buff and Blue were first to score as sophomore wing Ken Van Riper denied Pennsylvania's goal in the first period. All-American goal-cutter knocked the score at 1-1 as he was scored for the Red and Blue early in the second quarter of the game. Van Riper tallied another goal in the second quarter of the Princetonians to give the Tiger a 2-1 lead. Princeton gained a 1-1 lead by the end of the first half, and this was followed by a goal of the Tiger, again, in the second quarter. The score was 1-1 before Van Riper was scored for the Tigers.

Although this was the last goal of the day for Princeton, it was in the final quarter to make a final 3-2 score.

Although defeated by the Princetonians, the Buff and Blue were handled more by the many injuries that have plagued them both this fall and during the Princetonians' game. The next game of the season will be against Dartmouth tomorrow at Stewart Field.

Pennsylvania Soccer Team Drops Opener to Tigers, 3-2

Pennsylvania's soccer team opened the season against Princeton on Saturday, and lost 3-2. The Buff and Blue were first to score as sophomore wing Ken Van Riper denied Pennsylvania's goal in the first period. All-American goal-cutter knocked the score at 1-1 as he was scored for the Red and Blue early in the second quarter of the game. Van Riper tallied another goal in the second quarter of the Princetonians to give the Tiger a 2-1 lead. Princeton gained a 1-1 lead by the end of the first half, and this was followed by a goal of the Tiger, again, in the second quarter. The score was 1-1 before Van Riper was scored for the Tigers.

Although this was the last goal of the day for Princeton, it was in the final quarter to make a final 3-2 score.

Although defeated by the Princetonians, the Buff and Blue were handled more by the many injuries that have plagued them both this fall and during the Princetonians' game. The next game of the season will be against Dartmouth tomorrow at Stewart Field.
Wilde is I-F Secretary; Pledge Proposal Loses

 attiring to the mood, there would have been much more cooperation among the members of the committee assigned to the fraternity, especially in the socialization of pledges. The committee members agreed that there had not been sufficient cooperation among the members of the committee assigned to the fraternity.

Friday Named as Student Day

On the day being named as Student Day, which will admit students into the student council.

Tours of the research facilities at the center, including the Com- munal Lab, a popular part of the fun Lab, where special devices are used to handle highly radioactive materials, will be held in the morning and afternoon.

Freshmen To Elect Class Officers Nov. 1

The first day of the election for freshmen class officers will be held on November 1.

**ATTENTION STUDENTS ! ! !**

Special Discounts To Pennmen Who Show Their Matric Cards When They Purchase Art, Drawing, and Drafting Supplies.

Classified Ads

If your hands enjoy in the pre- cise balance of a fine gun or the sweet response of a sailing scoop ... then you owe yourself a visit to the Chevrolet store. For it is true, literally, like no other car in the world—a heart-stirring blend of the true sports car with all that is best in American engineering.

There is the refined smoothness of a Powerglide automatic transmission (but with the classic floor selector-lever). The trouble-free durability of a Chevrolet “Blue-Flame” engine (but with three side draft carburetors to unleash its unsuspected power). The ragged good looks of an X-bout girt frame (but with the astonishing im- mense wing of a glass-fiber-and-plastic body).

Luxuriously scaled for driver and passenger in deep foam rubber (but credited in the traditional security of bucket seats). Generous luggage room, the panoramic sweep of a deeply curved windshield, the flair of tomorrow’s styling (but within the polo-pony compactness of a real road car). The Corvette blends all this and more.

For it is a driver’s car ... a low-slung stopper with a center of gravity only 18 inches above the ground (with the concert-goer rear springs that make it hold to the road like a stripe of paint) ... so that you can make a date to drive the Corvette. You owe yourself this!